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Abstract

The financial liberalization in the four Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden) that took place mostly in the 1980s led to a major financial crisis in three of those countries. The crises in Finland, Norway, and Sweden are among the deepest financial crises in advanced market economies since World War II. Denmark experienced some banking problems but managed to avoid a systemic crisis. This paper reviews the process of liberalization and discusses the reasons why Finland, Norway, and Sweden drifted into financial and economic crises.
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I Introduction

The banking and economic crisis that occurred in the Nordic countries in the 1990s has ever since received wide international attention. The episode was the most serious economic and financial crisis experienced by advanced market economies in the period subsequent to WWII.\(^2\) In particular, the nearly 15% plunge in Finland’s aggregate output in a period of two or three years was a surprising and unusual event.\(^3\) The very low frequency of financial crisis in advanced economies up until the start of the 1990s should be contrasted with the relatively frequent such crises in advanced market economies before WWII. Financial crises have also occurred frequently in developing countries in the post WWII period.

Subsequently, there have been a number of other financial crises in advanced market economies throughout the world. Some of these crises have been even more severe than those experienced by the Nordic countries, so that the latter are no longer unique. Nevertheless, it is instructive to study why the Nordic countries ran into such deep economic and financial problems. Though some concurrent external factors impacted the Nordic crises (especially Finland’s), it is apparent that the root causes were closely connected with the liberalizations of financial and foreign exchange markets in the 1980s and the widespread capital and credit controls in these markets in the period immediately preceding the liberalizations.

In this paper I discuss in some detail the financial liberalization processes in the Nordic countries in the 1980s and the reasons why three of the four Nordic countries – Finland, Norway and Sweden – gradually drifted into systemic financial crisis. The emphasis here on the liberalizations makes this paper complementary to the substantial literature focusing on the Nordic financial crises.

The literature includes a number of discussions of the Nordic financial crises. These articles largely focus on the crisis period and the management and resolution of the crises. Several of the studies also contain overviews of the run-up to the crisis, but the treatments are rather brief.\(^4\) I will not consider crisis management in this paper. For this aspect, see Honkapohja (2009) and the

\(^2\) In the beginning of the 1980s Spain suffered a serious banking crisis, as measured in fiscal costs of bank support (see eg Vives (2000). However, the Spanish GDP did not decline at that time.

\(^3\) Reinhard and Rogoff (2008) compute the average of “big five crises” in advanced market economies before 2007 as a point of comparison for the discussion of the current crisis. The big five crises are those of Finland, Norway and Sweden in the 1990’s, together with Spain in 1970’s and Japan in the 1990’s. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) is an extensive treatise on different types of financial crises.

references therein. Denmark managed to avoid the fate of Finland, Norway and Sweden, albeit experiencing banking problems, as the problems never became systemic. I hope the perspectives presented in this review are of some use for emerging economies that are thinking about initiating a process of financial liberalization.

It should be noted at the outset – and it is further explained below – that precise descriptions and detailed comparisons are difficult as regards the liberalizations in different countries. Instead I discuss at a general level various issues and problems that emerged during the liberalization. The four countries made their own assessments and decisions as to the steps along the path of liberalization. Understandably, the discussion here focuses largely on the Finnish experience, as Finland is my home country.

II General background

The four Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) are all small in economic terms and are otherwise similar, being roughly of the same size. The total population of the four was about 22 million at the end of the 1970s. Sweden is the largest, and in the decades since WWII the wealthiest of the four countries, because it managed to stay outside of the war. Finland was the weakest of the countries, partly because it suffered huge losses during the war.

The Nordic countries are known as egalitarian, socially cohesive countries, with strong western democratic traditions. The mutual ties between them are widespread and long-standing, the common Nordic labor market having been created already in 1954.

A good example of the close ties between the economies is that the countries experienced the economic crisis nearly concurrently. The Danish crisis took place earlier and was much milder and different from the other crises. As an oil-producing country, Norway had a crisis experience marked by some special features. The crises in Finland and Sweden were similar and occurred almost simultaneously, although some special features made the Finnish crisis deeper than the Swedish one.

Figures 1 – 4 provide the basic data on the Nordic countries (real GDP, consumer prices, current accounts as percent of GDP, and exchange rates against the German mark). It is seen from Figure 1 that, with the exception of Sweden, GDP growth was relatively rapid, as the countries were catching up with the most advanced economies. The 1990s crises are clearly visible in the data, especially for Sweden and Finland. Figure 2 shows that inflation rates there were higher than in Germany and the United States. The Nordic countries experienced current account problems to varying degrees (see Figure 3), and the Nordic currencies
depreciated against the German mark after the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system. The depreciations are shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 1. Levels of Gross Domestic Product, 1980–1999**
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Source: Eurostat

**Figure 2. Consumer price levels, 1970–1998**
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Source: OECD
Figure 3.  Current accounts in percent of GDP, 1980–1999
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Source: European Commission.

Figure 4.  Exchange rates against the German Mark, 1960–1999
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Source: Bank of Finland.
The public sector is economically significant in all four countries, in some ways even more significant in the decades after the war. The state weighed heavily in social policy and in the economy. The Nordic governments used to own some major corporations and financial institutions, but public ownership of business has gradually declined since the 1990s. The state regulated many societal functions until the 1980s via licensing and granting of permits. For example, price controls were used in varying degrees.

The role of incomes policy was central. Together with labor market organizations, the state often made agreements on wage contracts and, as part of the agreements, sometimes the state even made commitments as to certain fiscal and monetary policy actions. Incomes policy was in fact the primary means of controlling inflation. This approach was unsuccessful in the Nordic countries - the 1970s and 1980s in particular were marked by high rates of inflation there (see Figure 2).

Comprehensive control of financial and foreign exchange markets was particularly pronounced in the decades after WWII, though some aspects of the control were inherited from the economic depression of the 1930s. However, it is worth emphasizing that the system of financial repression was mostly an instrument of the growth and industrialization policies of the post-WWII decades.\(^5\) Rationing was largely abandoned after the war. As in the rest of Europe, foreign trade and other current account transactions and payments were liberalized already at the end of 1950s. Import duties were important until the start of the European integration process, but only agriculture remained widely protected in the Nordic countries.

### III. Basic features of the control systems for capital movements and financial markets

In the decades immediately following WWII, the major Western European economies also began to liberalize capital movements, whereas the Nordic countries kept in place all the key elements of capital movement control all the way up until the 1980s.\(^6\)

Long-term capital movements in and out of the country required a permit from the authorities. The permits were largely restricted to economic investments,

---

\(^5\) Tarkka (2009) discusses the Finnish regulation system from the 1950s to the 1980s. Abilgren (2007) discusses the liberalization period and credit dynamics in Denmark.

\(^6\) See eg Prasad and Rajan (2008), Korinek (20011), and Jeanne et al (2012) for recent discussions of the issues and problems in freeing up capital movements. The older literature on capital controls is surveyed in Dooley (1995).
whereas short-term financial investments, such as bank deposits, were not generally allowed in either direction. Of the major capital account flows, trade finance tied directly to foreign trade was relatively free. In contrast, foreign exchange for travel was rationed. Also some specific transactions, such as certain direct investments, were traditionally control-free in some of the countries.

Control of capital movements helped to maintain fixed exchange rates, among other things. The Nordic countries were part of the Bretton Woods system of fixed dollar-based exchange rates until 1971. The system was based on the so-called adjustable peg. In 1973 Denmark (which then joined the European Union), Norway, and Sweden attached themselves to the European exchange rate cooperation mechanism (the “snake”) – in practice to the German Mark. The latter two countries were not able to remain in the system and so exited after a few years. They began to use a trade-weighted currency basket, which Finland had already adopted.

Though the possibility of resorting to floating exchange rates was occasionally discussed, the system of fixed exchange rates was not questioned until it broke down after being hit by a storm of market pressure in 1992. This happened first in Finland but soon afterward in Sweden and Norway. The choice of exchange rate system was primarily political. The exchange rate provided an anchor especially for incomes policies. At the same time the exchange rate acted as a backstop policy instrument in case of negative economic shocks and competitiveness problems. A major consequence of the exchange rate and incomes policies was that inflation expectations were raised.

Similarity and integration of the Nordic economies was highly visible also in the currency markets. International investors tended to view the countries as a homogeneous group. Typically, pressure on the exchange rate moved from one country to the others – especially between Norway, Sweden and Finland. These countries often devalued, being forced to do so, in response to each other. Denmark was geographically, and also in terms of its economy and financing, somewhat more in tune with Central Europe.

In practice, central banks managed the currency control. The central banks’ independence and duties as regards exchange-rate and monetary policies differed somewhat. Fixing the exchange rate was de facto the duty of governments, and the setting of key interest rates was in practice under the direct control of the government (eg in Norway) or indirectly via representatives of parliament (in Finland).

In all the Nordic countries, control of domestic financial markets was largely focused on the banks, but other financing activities were also generally regulated.

---

7 The “snake” was created in Europe as a system to manage exchange rates after the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system.
8 In Sweden, this duty was formally the prerogative of the council of the Riksbank.
In the 1960s and 70s quantitative control of credit in Europe was most widespread in Norway. The annual financing budget ("nasjonalbudsjettet"), approved by the public authorities, contained the main features of finance allocation among the various sectors of the economy. This financing budget was in reality only a guideline, and the subsequent realizations deviated from it, especially in the later years. In Sweden and Denmark, quantitative rationing of finance focused on bank lending. In Sweden a large part of bank funds were directed to the government, and financed eg housing. In Finland constraints on lending were applied only from time to time, and banks usually did not significantly fund government activities. In all the countries, more or less binding directives on allocation of finance were issued in addition to the general quantitative controls.

In Denmark the securities markets were extensive and relatively free, whereas in Norway and Finland in particular the bond markets were small and not well-functioning. In all four countries, the governments fully or partly owned special financing institutions, which channelled direct finance across the economy.

Banks were mostly privately (or mutually/cooperatively) owned, but they were under extensive state control. Private commercial banks largely dominated the banking sectors. The role of local saving and cooperative banks varied somewhat between the four countries.

Banks operated under tight constraints. Quantities and allocations of credit were controlled directly or indirectly, and interest rates on bank deposits and lending, and thus the interest margin, were regulated. In addition, deposit and lending rates were controlled through taxation. Foreign items and currency positions of banks were controlled, as were fees charged by banks. Bank liquidity was secured by central bank funding, which was also a means of regulating banks via various marginal rate schedules.

This system guaranteed a banking system that was stable in terms of balance sheets and profits. A particularly notable feature of the system was that loan losses were kept at a very low level. At the same time the banking system grew substantially in terms of personnel, but its operational efficiency left much to be desired. In some countries there were attempts to limit this growth, eg by controlling the establishment of bank branch offices. Competition among banks in this environment could not be based on genuine market competition but rather on the supply of secondary customer services and advertising. Banks were viewed as a virtual branch of the government.
IV. Objectives of financial repression

Control of capital movements was necessary to secure the independence of domestic monetary policy. Control of domestic financial markets was easily maintained until the 1970s, as the Nordic economies were somewhat isolated internationally and ties to other countries largely consisted of trade relations. In Sweden some important international companies had been created. Another important feature was that all the Nordic economies were open to foreign trade already in the 1970s. Their extensive international trade was conducted under market conditions. The countries were significant exporters, for example, in the forest and engineering industries.

Financial isolation of the economy was considered important, because of the intent to use the interest rate as a policy instrument and to keep the level of interest rates low. Investments by companies and households were also supported by generous tax benefits. For example, interest payments on loans were largely or fully tax-deductible. Investment was supported in order to achieve rapid growth. Economic thinking that ascribed a minimal role to the interest rate as a policy tool also endorsed a regime of low interest rates.

The policy of supporting investment led to a number of undesirable developments. Low levels of nominal interest rates, tax benefits and high inflation kept real interest rates mostly negative in the 1970s. This led at times to a huge excess demand for loans and so to excessively tight relations between banks and their borrower-customers. A bank would virtually guarantee a loan if the borrower accumulated sufficient savings in advance. Such practices were harmful when the markets were liberalized.

On the other hand, firms were usually able to secure funding easily and cheaply, often at negative real rates, for investment in real capital formation. This favored debt financing in firms and led to excessive indebtedness. Large exporting companies in particular tried to benefit from foreign funding because of the tightness of the domestic financial markets. Interest rates on foreign currency loans were relatively low, but there was an associated currency risk. This weak financing structure of firms was detrimental when the markets were liberalized.

Control of credit continued for several decades, and economic agents managed to adjust to the system. There were fears that the end of rationing could lead to unstable conditions. The period of financial repression also turned out to be one of fairly rapid growth. Though fluctuations in growth were large at times, financial crisis was averted. Control of capital movements, for example, kept the current account deficits manageable. On the other hand, it is evident that the system of controls and restrictions led to significant inefficiency in the use of economic resources. The policy of allocating finance and low interest rates
resulted in very high investment rates in the Nordic economies. For instance, in Norway and Finland investment was commonly 25 – 30 percent of GDP and sometimes reached even higher levels. Despite such high investment rates, economic growth remained modest.

V. Starting points of the liberalization

During the period of financial repression the system was often criticized, but expressions of satisfaction with it were also widespread. Pressure to liberalize came mostly from abroad. International organizations - IMF, OECD, EU - attempted to liberalize markets as well as international capital movements, but it was the growth of international trade, internationalization of firms, and development of international financial markets that gradually broke the foundations of controls and restrictions, especially from the 1970s onward. Liberalization of foreign finance was started in Denmark already in the 1960s, but definite liberalization measures were not introduced until the late 1970s. And it was not until the 1980s that there were genuinely free money and currency markets in all four countries.9

The liberalizations led to some volatility in macroeconomic developments, certain aspects of which can be seen from Figures 1-4 above. In particular, current accounts were persistently in deficit (with the exception of Norway), and the deficits worsened during the process of liberalization. Moreover, the countries experienced lending booms to varying degrees, and there were major increases in real estate and share prices. Figures 5-7 show the growth rates of bank lending, real house prices and real share prices in the four countries.

9 Danish data are not included in Figure 5 for reasons of non-comparability.
Figure 5.  Growth of bank lending, 1980–2005

Figure 6.  Real house prices, 1980–1999
It is in general difficult to measure the degree of freedom and regulation in different countries, so that it is also difficult to compare the Nordic countries as regards their liberalization processes.\textsuperscript{10} The IMF has put some effort into developing indices of the degree of regulation of international capital movements. Even nowadays, foreign finance is not fully free in any country; for example, there are still certain limitations on the export of banknotes – as a means of limiting criminal activities.

This renders highly uncertain any interpretation of individual regulations and liberalization. Often the image that emerges from a list of liberalization activities of different countries is incomplete and even misleading. A seemingly modest action may have surprisingly large effects, especially when the state of the market or economy changes in an essential way. On the other hand, a seemingly large action may simply mean that certain realities are confirmed. For example, if control of certain currency transactions has already been quite loosely applied, the formal freeing of these transactions is not a significant decision.

The tight control of financial transactions in Nordic countries relied on a “negative principle” in which the main rule was a ban: regulations specified the permitted activities; everything else was forbidden. As markets became more

\textsuperscript{10} Englund and Vihriäälä (2009) for illustrative figures of the liberalization steps in Finland and Sweden.
developed and relatively free, the rule book thickened. For this reason it was and still is difficult to compare the rules of regulating countries and their significance.

Another difficulty was that the rules, for example, regarding permits were applied in a variable fashion. Permits were granted at times stringently or loosely, depending on the business cycle or currency market pressures. Countries can also differ with respect to the degree of avoidance of regulation, both legally and illegally. The Nordic countries are constitutional states, so that evasion of controls was undoubtedly limited, except for the last period of regulation. In the final stages, frustration with leakages and loopholes in the controls accelerated the abolishment of restrictions. Evasion of regulations was mostly fully legal after the expansion of possibilities for avoidance as the markets developed further.

In the final stages of controls and restrictions there was also a move to the “positive principle”, so that everything not forbidden was permitted. In this stage specific activities were kept on the forbidden list. For example, in Finland foreign currency loans for households were permitted only in the late stages of liberalization – luckily, as it was then too late to exacerbate the economic crisis of the 1990s.

VI. Importance of the order of liberalization steps

Objectives for the reform of the economic-policy framework in part determine how the liberalization of different markets is carried out. The freeing of financial and foreign currency markets limits the domestic leeway of economic policy in important ways. In an economy with repressed financial markets it is possible to fix all three of the following instruments: exchange rate, domestic interest rate, and quantity of finance. As is well known, in free markets it is impossible to fix all three of these at the same time; the remaining magnitudes are determined by the markets. This is called the impossible trinity.

This simple fact was in principle understood in the Nordic countries, but at the same time it was difficult to accept the lack of the policy autonomy in practice. There should have been a willingness to abandon the idea of fixing either the exchange rate or interest rate when capital movements were freed. However, political realities precluded this, except in Denmark. The consequence was a difficult balancing act between the adjustable peg and interest rate policy. The outcome was evidently suboptimal in all countries.

Everything looks much clearer with the benefit of hindsight. There has been much criticism to the effect that liberalization was not realized in accord with a coherent and consistent plan. Already during the liberalization process, some studies were done in the different countries about the best ways to proceed with
liberalization. It is difficult to say to what extent the guidelines offered could have been applied in practice. In the initial stages of the process it was not widely accepted or perhaps even considered desirable that the objective was to move to fully deregulated markets and capital movements. Almost until the end of the process the intention was to maintain some controls on at least some of the capital movements. The deeper European integration process starting at the end of the 1980s was the main reason for the complete liberalization of financial activities.

As mentioned above, pressure to liberalize financial and foreign exchange markets came partly via international policy cooperation and partly via market forces, as the economies gradually become more internationalized. Capital movements became more elastic as a result of increasing foreign trade, the emergence of multinationals and the development and widening of their financing sources. Especially those companies engaged in foreign trade became associated with informal “grey” domestic financial intermediation outside the banking system and beyond the direct control of regulators. The grey financial market became widespread in the late 1970s. This rendered impossible to control quantitatively the total financing of the economy, which had earlier been a central objective. The existence of grey markets influenced the decisions and sequencing of steps in the liberalization of markets.

There are two main concerns regarding the liberalization of markets:

1) Does one first liberalize the domestic financial markets (quantities, interest rates on loans, deposit rates, distorting taxes) or international capital movements and currency markets?
2) In what order are the different markets to be freed in terms of maturity and other characteristics (short-term finance, long-term finance, finance of different sectors, derivative markets etc.)

Further issues in the freeing of international capital movements include the following:

1) Does one liberalize foreign currency-denominated or domestic currency-denominated quantities simultaneously or in some particular order?
2) Does one liberalize imports and exports of capital in the same way and simultaneously?
3) Does one liberalize in response to market pressure, ie free up capital imports when there is pressure for capital exports and vice versa?
4) In what situations and to what degree is it justified to reverse the liberalization steps?
The common view is that domestic financial markets should be liberalized first. The domestic markets would then be more prepared to withstand the pressures of opening the economy to international forces. On the other hand, it has been argued that only the freeing of capital movements would force domestic financial markets to adjust to the new environment.

The Nordic countries moved in reality so that both domestic markets and foreign transactions, ie currency markets and capital movements, were liberalized more or less in tandem. Some small foreign operations were in fact freed first. However, most important domestic deregulation activities were carried out faster and somewhat ahead of important liberalizations of capital movements.

By the early 1980s it had become evident in all the Nordic countries that there was no alternative to moving toward free domestic financial markets and also toward mostly free foreign capital movements. A market-based domestic financial system was operational in all these countries by the end of the decade. For example, market-based reference interest rates were adopted following the example of London LIBOR rates. The central banks’ steering mechanisms became market-based and definite elements of control in the form of rationing were discarded.

The Nordic countries adopted somewhat different ways to carry out the process of liberalization of different markets. In general it would have probably been justified to free long-term, foreign currency-denominated operations first. Denmark started by freeing sales abroad of long-term bonds and even of domestic currency-denominated bonds. In general, the financing of firms was freed of restriction in the first wave. Certain operations of banks and other financial institutions were freed gradually. Banks’ possibilities for lending abroad were restricted even in the beginning of 1980s, as Nordic countries generally avoided the international (Latin American) banking crisis of the time.

Liberalization of liquid items of banks and firms was an important issue from the viewpoint of implementing monetary policy. If a country’s foreign reserves are highly sensitive to negative economic shocks and subject to wide fluctuations, they could be exhausted in the event of devaluation speculation. On the other hand, revaluation speculations made it difficult to control domestic liquidity, which in turn raised the risk of overheating and inflation.

Forward contracts in currencies used to hedge commercial risk were allowed early on, subject to the requirement of commercial base, within limits, but derivatives markets in general were freed up only in the late stages of liberalization.

Liberalization of markets was not quite a unidirectional process. On a few occasions rationing was tightened in some countries, when the deregulation process was thought to endanger the orderly development of liquidity and possibilities of control via monetary policy.
The Nordic countries followed the common international practice, according to which there was greater readiness to free up capital imports than capital exports. This was understandable in a less than perfectly credible system of fixed exchange rates. In practice, it was attempted to liberalize capital movements in a countercyclical manner. If pressures to import capital were leading to a rapid easing of domestic money markets, controls on capital exports were reduced, while controls on capital imports were kept unchanged or even tightened. On the other hand, when there were pressures to export capital, there was a tendency to ease controls on capital imports. For a long time, structural considerations made it desirable to limit exports of capital. It was feared – and to some extent justifiably so on the basis of later evidence – that investors, including banks, would be wide-eyed and would rush to make international investments. The control of capital exports exercised by central banks, however, did not usually deliver very good results.

During the period of controls, the Nordic currencies were not traded in the international markets, but they – especially the Swedish krona – were to an extent used as invoicing and settlement currencies. As a matter fact, internationalization of a country’s money was viewed with some caution. Of course, Nordic monies, as small inflationary currencies, were initially rarely sought after by international investors. For example, the foreign sales of Finnish markka-denominated debt securities were free, but there was very little investment in them until the early 1980s. Denmark was an exception, as it allowed foreign sales of krone-denominated bonds and the amounts involved were non-trivial. This meant that Danish long-term interest rates began to be determined in large part in foreign markets.

In particular, there were fears that large foreign investors might bring instability to the domestic money markets. Thus there were attempts to restrict foreign investors’ use of domestic currency right up until the end of the liberalization period. On the other hand, it was increasingly prognosticated that widening the base and diversity of investors might instead actually stabilize market conditions. The possibilities for investing domestic currency abroad were naturally restricted as long as there was control of domestic money and financial market interest rates.

As corporations became increasingly active on the international stage and, for example, inflation receded, the foreign demand for Nordic currencies significantly increased in the early years of 1980s. One reason was the occasionally high interest rate. As in Denmark, increased investments in the Finnish domestic markets created liquidity problems, which in fact led to the breakdown of the system based on tight controls. The outcome was a two-tiered interest rate system, in which the importance of grey market rates gradually increased. Eventually, official interest rates no longer reflected the cost of credit. Consequently,
monetary policy started to lose its grip on monetary developments in the economy.

Decisions on taxation are central for economic policy in the context of liberalizing the financial markets. Tax systems favoring debt finance were typical for the period of financial repression. This form of taxation had created distortions among the different forms of finance. It would have been important to give up these tax benefits early on, but this turned out to be impossible for political reasons. Decisions concerning tax benefits for loans and deposits were made quite late in the liberalization process, and only in the context of banking and economic crisis.

VII. The timing of liberalization

Liberalizations in the Nordic countries led to a variety of problems, which turned into full scale crises in the end. This outcome can be contrasted with the experiences of Western European countries which carried out the liberalization of markets earlier or concurrently. The latter generally did not experience nearly as serious problems as the Nordics. This was the case even though most other European countries pursued steady policies with fixed exchange rates, albeit with the support of the European Monetary System.¹¹

The Nordic countries tried to free up the financial and foreign exchange markets gradually and carefully to avoid risks, but they did not succeed. In contrast, and against the advice of numerous experts, Margaret Thatcher freed foreign capital movements and currency markets “overnight” in 1979 in the UK. Financial stability in Britain was not greatly disturbed by the speedy action.

A regime of floating exchange rates was perhaps the UK’s main advantage in the reform process, but it was helped by the well-developed domestic markets and the City, as well as a stable external environment. It is evident that success depends in large part on the degree of economic stability in foreign countries as well as on financial developments in the critical stage of liberalization. Apparently, Denmark was successful in this respect, whereas for Sweden and especially Finland the most critical stage of liberalization occurred in a very adverse external environment.

In practice, economic and political realities dictated the timing of liberalization in the Nordic countries. Sometimes measures were adopted in the throes of market pressure.

¹¹ Empirical evidence on the connection between banking crises and exchange rate regimes is mixed; see Domaç and Peria (2003).
This meant that it was not always possible to carefully plan in advance the various stages of liberalization. Thus some measures were decided in uncommon circumstances, which made for unpredictable consequences of a reform measure. This was the case, when under international pressure the price of oil fell sharply in 1985-86. At that time Finland and Sweden were pursuing expansionary policies and, for example, capital imports were being liberalized. As a result of the fall in oil prices, the economic situation domestically and around the world abruptly reversed course, so that policy measures already in track turned out to be very badly timed. This contributed to an unwanted overheating of the economy, especially in Finland.

VIII. Controls and liberalization as the backdrop for crisis

Undoubtedly one of the basic mistakes in the liberalization was that the planning narrowly focused on sensible execution of the liberalization process. It would have been better to have simultaneously analyzed how a financially repressed economy differs from a market based economy. And it would have been important to promote the flexible transformation of controlled markets and sectors into an unregulated system.

Insufficient attention was paid to the adjustment of markets and sectors in the Nordic countries. The starting point focused too much on how and in what order one can dispense with a system of controls, and there was too little attention paid to the condition of banks and other market institutions and sectors. It was thought that firms and households know how to adjust and are able to do so in a flexible way, to a new system requiring a very different kind of behavior. However, it turned out that both banks and their customers moved toward the new equilibrium too rapidly, which caused a credit boom, an asset price bubble, and eventually a banking crisis.

It was not sufficiently realized that liberalization leads to increased risks. Prudential supervision did not play a significant role during the period of a controlled financial system, because the control mechanism by itself had in large measure secured the stability of banks. Some banking problems occurred in the decades after WWII, but there had not been any system-wide crises in the Nordic countries. Because such a possibility was not even contemplated, there was a lack of readiness to manage a systemic banking crisis. Capital ratios of banks were quite low in the Nordic countries in the era of controls, with the exception of Denmark where bank solvency was better.
The Nordic countries naturally tracked international trends in prudential supervision, but their supervisory praxis was judicial and technical. The focus was solely on individual banks and their risk positions. It would have been important to focus on stable adjustment of the banking sector as a whole and on the macroeconomic risks attached to banking in the context of market liberalization.

Liberalizations led to major changes in the economic behavior of different sectors, which contributed to the emergence of economic and banking crises in all the Nordic countries. The most important events in the main sectors were the following:

1) an eruption of unsatisfied demands for loans by households and small and medium-size businesses,
2) the realization that firms’ financial structures were not healthy (too much debt, too little equity),
3) a consequent weakness of firms in weathering fluctuations in financing costs and exchange rates,
4) after the initial boom period, there was a pronounced tightening of competition between banks, so that excess capacity and lack of management competence became destabilizing factors,
5) liberalized capital movements led to significant instability in the fixed exchange rate regime.

Households in particular, including entrepreneurial ones, had faced severe constraints during the period of credit control. Advance saving was required for housing loans and consumer loans were rare. The average maturity of a household loan was also very short. As the markets were liberalized, the built-in pressures erupted, and the number of potential loan customers increased substantially. Banks responded to the increase in demand by preparing for a lending boom, and volume of household loans surged.

The same situation applied to small and medium-size firms to an extent. On the other hand, firms obtained favorable financing and tax treatment for their investments, so that their situation was partly the opposite of that of households. Firms had too much of both domestic and foreign currency-denominated debt to begin with. Especially in Finland, firms had taken out excessive amounts of foreign currency loans. When the real rate of interest rose sharply in the course of the liberalization and as exchange rate pressures emerged, many firms faced a difficult situation.

The banking system proved to be inefficient and oversized in terms of real resources (personnel, branch network) as a result of the financial repression period. Banks understood the need for change, but they reacted in different ways. It would have been natural to trim personnel and activities, but some banks chose instead a strategy of expansion aimed at making use of their excess capacity at the
expense of their competitors. This strategy was successful during the initial period of strong economic growth, but the depression which followed came as a surprise to these aggressive banks. In Finland, especially the savings banks, and in Norway, some commercial banks, got into overwhelming difficulties and were taken over by authorities and wound up. Banks were not accustomed to dealing with credit losses and, except for the Danish banks, the deepening crises led to large percentage losses in outstanding loans.

The system of controlled finance had guaranteed a relatively stable development of the financial markets. Financial institutions, especially banks, were thought to be almost eternal. Crisis awareness and preparedness was insufficient among banks and also among government officials. The crises following liberalization transformed the Nordic financial market institutions in various and surprising ways. Some banks were wound up and merged into other banks.

Figure 8 shows that realized loan losses soared with the onset of economic crisis. As discussed above, Denmark experienced the lowest losses, as it avoided a systemic crisis. The Norwegian crisis also evolved gradually, but it turned into a severe one. In Sweden and Finland the losses came quickly. Correspondingly, Figure 9 shows that the profitability of Nordic banks plummeted in the crisis years. In Denmark, banks’ profitability gyrated already in the early 1980s, as a result of the earlier liberalization and reforms, and the decline in profitability in the 1990s was then relatively small. It can also be seen that Norwegian banks did somewhat better in terms of profitability than Swedish and Finnish banks. Especially in Finland, the period of negative profits lasted quite long, about five years.
Figure 8.  Loan losses of Nordic banks, 1982–1999

Figure 9.  Operating profits of Nordic banks, 1982–1999
The crisis in Denmark was the earliest and mildest. Apparently, Denmark managed to liberalize early and in a relatively favorable external environment. Capital ratios of Danish banks were much better than in the other countries, and the growth of household indebtedness had been discouraged by tax measures since 1986. The Norwegian crisis differed from the Swedish and Finnish crises because of the oil producing sector. This sector strengthened the economy after the 1970s, and the sharp fall in oil prices in 1986 mitigated the overheating of the economy. Therefore, the crisis in Norway primarily involved the banking sector and did not include a serious economic recession.

The Swedish and Finnish economies became overheated at the end of the 1980s, immediately after the liberalizations. These countries would have required a calm period in order to repair the structural problems that had arisen during the period of controlled finance and its liberalization. Unfortunately, the bubble burst almost concurrently with the onset of the international recession in the early 1990s. Exceptionally high interest rates and overvalued currencies made the problems worse. The 1991 breakdown of the Soviet Union led to the evaporation of some 20 percent of Finnish foreign trade, and a major devaluation of the markka in conjunction with a large overhang of foreign currency-denominated loans contributed to the severity of the economic depression.

The instability of Nordic economies, especially Finland, Sweden and Norway, in the late stages of liberalization and during the crises was clearly influenced by the aim of these countries to maintain a regime of fixed exchange rates on their own. In contrast, the Danish currency was supported by the European Monetary System, and its credit facilities were financed foreign exchange interventions.

Strong pressures for currency devaluations and revaluations built up during the period of liberalization. After the 1982 devaluations, the countries experienced pressure to import capital, while at times capital tended to move out. At the end of the decade, Finland and Sweden in particular faced pressures from capital imports. Developments in Norway were somewhat different because of the oil.

As the international and domestic business cycles turned toward a recession at the turn of the decade, the countries encountered mounting speculative pressures, which led to high interest rate policies and a deepening of the recessions. Also the levels of international interest rates were high as a result of German interest rate policies. With liberalized foreign exchange markets, this had a decisive impact on the Nordic countries.

Facing the pressure of recession, Finland, Sweden and Norway – after long and rather expensive defensive actions – were obliged to abandon the fixed exchange rate system. Initially, there were suspicions about the floating exchange rate. However, a floating rate, combined with the adoption of inflation targeting regime, worked surprisingly well during the 1990s. Financial development was clearly much smoother than in the preceding decade. In a sense the shift to a
floating exchange rate in 1992 marked the end of a long period of financial repression and its aftermath in the Nordic countries.
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